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Quaranta
This revolutionary power cat takes
everything you know about the
superyacht experience and turns it
on its head Charlotte Bailey
Photographs: Andrew Clelland
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“We have several spots on board
that are our favourite,
depending on the time of day”

Right: On the sundeck, a lift
could replace the hot-tub
on new models.
Above: In the radar arch, a
bimini cover can be
removed to let some sun
through to the table.
Below: Stairs go all the way
down to the swim platform.
Top right: Up to 12 people
can sit around the shaded
sundeck dining table.
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lways having the option to
change your plans at the last
minute is one of the strongest
appeals of the superyacht owning lifestyle. Want to
invite a couple of extra guests to join your charter? No
problem. Having second thoughts about your cruising
route? The captain will present alternatives until you’re
completely happy with it. The notion of flexibility,
however, is taken to a whole new level on Quaranta,
Curvelle’s new 33.7-metre power catamaran. Launched
last spring, this is a yacht that’s ready for whatever her
owners throw at her.
And by ‘owners’ I don’t just mean an owning couple:
Quaranta is managed by private syndicate. While that
might suggest compromises had to be made, the first
three owners of the seven shares only have praise for
the finished product, which spent its first season
cruising the Turkish Riviera and Greek islands. Indeed,
for each owner, the experience of being on board is
identical to how it would be if they owned every share.
“Instead of one favourite spot on board, we have
several that are our favourite, depending on the time of
day,” says one owner. “It could be the bridge deck with
its panoramic views, where we enjoy dining alfresco, or
the huge sundeck. We have cocktails on the foredeck
seating area and spend time lounging on the movable
beach platform.” For another owner, the yacht offers the
opportunity for quality family time, spent partaking in
simple pleasures. “Our kids love the beach platform,
and stay up late at night catching small fish with the
underwater lights on,” he says. The other owner enjoys
being indoors. “We noticed we spent more time than
usual in the cabins after waking because of the huge
windows and electrically movable beds,” he says.
This is a uniquely managed scheme that Luuk van
Zanten of Curvelle describes as an industry first.
Whereas fractional ownership schemes are run by
external sales organisations, Quaranta’s owners, which
number up to seven in total, have full control of the
schedule (with Hill Robinson handling the yacht
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management side of things). If that all sounds like a lot
of effort, it’s not, and that’s down to a scheduling
programme pioneered by ex-British Airways pilot Steve
Last. “He came up with a usage schedule that lets the
pilots decide themselves and that’s the basis of our
system – not telling the owners which week they can
have,” says van Zanten. Owners, he adds, always have a
very good chance of getting all the dates they want. “On
other yachts, the owners don’t actually have full access
all the time, but about 90% of the time, and most use
their boats for five or six weeks a year. With us, you have
three weeks in the Med and two weeks in the
Caribbean, so you still have five weeks of use but it’s
less hassle for less cost,” he says.
“We will most likely cruise with family and friends
rather than offering the yacht to friends to use without
us on board,” says one owner. The other owners, too,
plan to use the yacht for family holidays and time with
close friends. “The scheme suits those with less of a
need for status – you get the same experience but
don’t pay as much,” says van Zanten. “Over a five-year
period, the share owner pays only 10% of what an
individual owner would over the same period. We are
seeing interest from Asia as this is an easy way for new
clients in emerging markets to dip a toe into superyacht
ownership. You are guided by experienced people and
you can see if you like the lifestyle, for only one-seventh
of the price and running costs. My ideal would be ten
boats like Quaranta cruising around the world.” Three
shares have been sold, with four still available at €1.575
million each – shares can be sold at any time. The yacht
can also be purchased in full, for €10.6 million.
While less involved in the build than single owners
might be, Quaranta’s owners were still able to
incorporate their ideas into the process. “We were not
actively involved in the build, but we received regular
updates from Luuk on the construction process and we
did go to see the yacht in construction. The elements
we requested were regarding the fit-out and mainly
concerned toys. We also had some specific requests on
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“As a designer, I had the
tremendous advantage of great
aesthetic freedom”
Above: Indoor-outdoor
dining on the bridge deck.
“Designing an attractivelooking motor catamaran is
a very challenging task,”
says designer Mauro
Giamboi. “Given the
proportional ratio and the
volumes it is easy to fall into
a box-like object, so the
designer must skilfully hide
the massive interior space
through creases and
rounded shapes.”
Top left: Exterior areas are
expansive throughout,
including on the
Portuguese bridge.
Left: The exterior bridge
area has hidden drinks
storage inside the seats.
Right: Like the cabins, the
salon layout is flexible. The
Macassar ebony dining
table can seat between six
and 12 guests.

Above: The main-deck
central corridor with cabins
off – wide enough to take
an electric wheelchair.
Left, right and far right:
Different layout
arrangements allow a guest
cabin to change into a day
lounge or meeting room.
The carpets are from Bolon,
Sweden, and the lamps are
in Australian pine.
Top right: A central
staircase allows quick
access for guests from
the main salon.
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noise reduction and blackout of the curtains,” says one
owner. The initial interior design came from Lila Lou,
with exterior designer Mauro Giamboi taking over
interiors too in 2012. “The carbon hybrid composite
structure gives tremendous advantages to designers,
not only because it increases interior volume
substantially, but also because, as an extremely
resistant but lightweight material, it allows great
aesthetic freedom,” says Giamboi.
Ingeniously, the interior can be optimised for the
wide-ranging needs of almost any group, through an
ultra-flexible layout. This doesn’t just mean the odd
pullman or a double bed that can be separated in to
twins (although all the beds can, and are fitted with
mattresses used by NASA). Cabin layouts can be
arranged in over 20 different configurations, with beds
converted to sofas and dividers removed or added: you
can have a huge owner’s suite with a sitting room and
two guest suites, or six cabins with a bed and a sofa, a
double or twin beds, or a combination.
“The flexible layout was a bonus for us – we did not
expect to make much use of it but we did,” says one
owner. “During our first two cruises we made some
layout alterations to the position of the beds to
maximise the view out of the huge windows.” For other
owners, the flexible layout made room for staff: “We
took the teacher that home schools our sons with us on
two cruises. During the day we converted the stateroom
to a school and at night it became the stateroom for the
teacher. It is wonderful to have a choice of so many
layouts that can be changed at a moment’s notice.”
Groups of friends and family parties are both equally
catered for, as are guests with additional needs. The
deck spaces were proportioned to allow for electric
wheelchairs: extra-wide walkways and even a swim
platform that lowers for easy embarkation really does
make this yacht open to all. The interior, too, has been
created with everyone in mind. The carpet in the main
salon is resistant to stains: anything from red-wine
spills during on-board parties to felt-tipped pens from
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Even compared with other
superyachts, the windows
are noticeably huge

younger guests’ playtimes can in fact be mopped from
it by crew. “For us it was nice to see that the promised
features were actually practical for daily use and not
gimmicks,” says one owner.
On other superyachts of this size, more cabins might
mean smaller cabins, but that’s not the case here, due
to the yacht’s extraordinarily wide beam – made
possible, of course, by her power cat hull form.
Quaranta is nine metres wide, about two metres
broader than a comparable monohull motor yacht,
which the yard claims adds an extra 50% of interior
space. It’s rare to see a superyacht catamaran at all, but
it is a successful form (think of the awards given to the
2012 Pendennis Hemisphere), and Curvelle maintains
Quaranta is the largest composite carbon hybrid
catamaran in the world. As well as the broad beam, this
also allows for windows that, even compared with other
superyachts, are noticeably huge (almost three metres
wide and a metre high) in all the cabins.
The yacht’s construction also means less
maintenance and more longevity, as well as around
30% less fuel consumption. “The carbon hybrid
bulkheads are made of woven carbon and fibreglass,
and it is a stiff and strong boat because of this mixture.
This is a technique used in the wind blades industry to
make products that last for years in harsh conditions.
It’s very expensive so not normally used on yachts, but
it means we can offer a lot more volume,” explains van
Zanten. This is apparent when you step on board – the
headroom is 2.10 metres on the main deck and 2.15 on
the bridge deck. “Intelligent design and smarter
construction mean you get far more yacht for your
money,” says van Zanten with a smile. The next Curvelle,
the 39-metre Cinquanta, is in development.
A totally new layout concept, high green credentials
and, as one owner puts it, “the fact that with a
purchasing budget of a 55 or 60ft motor yacht, you can
own and have the ownership experience of a true
superyacht”; in so many ways, Quaranta embodies a
new mode of yachting waiting to be discovered. SyW
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Above: Huge windows in
the forward master suite.
“The functional aspect is
prime in any good design,”
says Giamboi. “The initial
perception should be a
clear shape, apparently as
simple as possible, and the
many details that compose
the whole are noticed only
on closer inspection.”
Left and right: Arriving by
tender? Simply drive in,
wait for the hydraulic
platform to rise and step
directly onto the main
deck. This area can also
be used as a swim
platform or for diving.
Far left: Bisazza mosaics in
all the ensuites.
Top left: This area can be
separated off the owner’s
suite. Specialist noise
consultants were brought
in to ensure privacy.
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The specs Quaranta
Length overall 33.70m (110ft 6in)
Beam 9.00m (29ft 6in)
Draught 2.35m (7ft 8in)
Displacement 165 tons
Engines Twin 1,416kW (1,900hp) Caterpillar C32
Berths Guests: 12. Crew: 6
Gross tonnage 298 gross tons
Fuel capacity 23,000 litres

radar arch: An in-built
misting system cools the
large shaded area up here.

Exterior Mauro Gamboi
Interior Mauro Gamboi, Lila Lou
Classification RINA + MCA commercial with
unrestricted range

PERFORMANCE NOTES
Top speed 21 knots
Range @ 7 knots 3,000 nautical miles

BUILDER/BROKERAGE

Bridge deck: Known as
the ‘salon’ deck, this is the
social space on board.

Curvelle, Yacht Marketing, 180 Piccadilly,
London W1J 9HG, UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7917 2976.
Email: info@curvelle.com
Website: www.curvelle.com

main deck: There are two
additional doors either side
for boarding.

sundeck: With a bar
and barbecue grill
adjacent to the hot-tub.

hull design: The yacht’s
naval architecture comes
from Incat Crowther.

side decks: At 92cm wide,
they allow an electric
wheelchair to move through.

dining area: Remove the
chairs and reconfigure the
table to make a party area.

wheelhouse: Windows
divide it from the main
salon, so guests can see in.

dividing wall: The
owner’s suite can be one
full-beam space or split.

owner’s ensuite: Two
ensuites with showers lead
into a bathtub area.

hydraulic platform:
Six metres wide, it can take
a sub, tender or 4x4.
crew mess: Crew
includes an engineer, two
stews, chef and deckhand.

crew CABINs: Two
doubles forward and a
larger cabin amidships.

underwater lighting:
Ideal for late-night fishing or
nightcaps on the platform.

guest cabins: All are on
the main deck, with the
salon one deck up.

hull deck: For crew use
only, accessed from the
foredeck and main deck.
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